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the converter supports converting video files to many formats and audio files
to many formats, including mp3, wma, wav, ogg, aac, mp4, etc. you can also
edit the video or audio parameters such as resolution, frame rate, bit rate,
channels, sample rate and others. 3herosoft video to audio converter can

convert multiple files at one time and greatly improve your conversion
efficiency. it is able to convert a wide variety of video formats to any audio
formats. the program can convert any video to any audio format including

mp3, wma, wav, ogg, aac, etc. you can also edit the video or audio
parameters, such as resolution, frame rate, bit rate, channels, sample rate
and others. now it's easy to convert any files that you want and need. by

installing, you can easily convert and edit your videos. the interface is simple
and intuitive. you can also control the video and audio parameters. you'll be
surprised that the converter has so many functions. it is able to convert and

edit any video and audio files. you will like it. 4media hd video converter
license code 2.0 is a powerful application for transforming file format and
encoding hd files for transforming hd movie files such as hd avi, mkv, hd

h.264 / avc, avchd (.mts,.m2ts), high definition quick time, hd mpeg- 4 (ts),
hd asf. apart from this, this application can convert movie files to sound files
in mp3, wma, wav, m4a, aac, ac3 music, and actually phototypes. it may also
transform video documents from jpg, and gif format pictures. merge various

videos collectively; crop movie structures as you desire; clip video sections to
protect the part you would like; change video colors and results; add
watermarks, subtitles as well as audio songs, and set movie & audio

variables: you might be never brief of ways to help to make your movies
remarkable both aesthetically and acoustically!
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